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Flavour problem



Non-Abelian Discrete Symmetries (NADS)



Residual Family Symmetries (RFS)

Yukawa / Mass terms have innate symmetries

We consider scenarios where these innate symmetries  are RFS, remnants of a parent Flavour Symmetry,
e.g. broken by flavon fields

trivial in the mass basis, functions of mixing in flavour basis



Multi Higgs Doublet Models (MHDM)
MHDM are well motivated BSM theories
But in general suffer from uncontrolled FCNC
(a flavour problem worse than in the SM)
Easy to see in Higgs basis:





Family Symmetries can address the MHDM flavour problem

Unique Family Symmetry Invariant Contraction (FSIC), Higgs are FS singlets
All up quark Yukawa matrices are rank 1 and diagonal in same basis as they share the same flavons
Generalisation to all sectors is simple: each sector has a unique FSIC

More realistic models would deviate from strict Yukawa alignment as each sector has more than one FSIC

Yukawa Alignment
Pich, Tuzo� n 0908.1554



RFS for MHDM Our hypothesis is the Yukawa terms inherit RFS from some parent FS
(e.g. sourced by a specific flavon)

If no phase degeneracy, tree-level FCNC avoided
(strict RFS)
If two phase degeneracy, off-diagonal elements in the sector are allowed;
Also lose prediction of the mixing in that sector (weak RFS)

Residual symmetry with degenerate phases: can't reproduce entirely the associated mixing

E.g. RFS predicts only Cabibbo angle -> forbids the most dangerous FCNC involving light quark generations



General Yukawa Alignment

C.f.
Yukawa Alignment in the 2HDM; Pich,Tuzo� n; 0908.1554
Flavour alignment in multi-Higgs-doublet models; Pen� uelas, Pich; 1710.02040

Mass Matrix Ansatz and Flavor Nonconservation in Models with Multiple Higgs Doublets; Cheng, Sher; 1987
MHDM and Singular Alignment; Rodejohann, Saldan� a-Salazar; 1903.00983



Renormalisation Group stability

Studied by Pen� uelas, Pich. Leading order FCNC operators are proportional to
(in the Higgs and fermion mass basis):

similar for up quarks and absent for charged leptons

Dimension seven, suppressed by two CKM factors, three alignment factors and three mass insertions.

Constraints on the alignment factors can be obtained

General Yukawa Alignment at very high scales satisfies all experimental bounds
(consistent with RFS arising from the breaking of a Family Symmetry)



Realistic toy model

Can then go to Higgs basis (redefines the entries but keeps both diagonal)
This toy model implements the (strict) RFS scenario for charged leptons: General Yukawa Alignment

Similar idea in IdMV 1104.2601



Adding the neutrino terms makes the model realistic

viable PMNS mixing!



Conclusion

Flavour symmetries and RFS can control MHDM FCNC

Examples based on unique FSIC

Strict RFS lead to General Yukawa Alignment, absence of tree-level FCNC

Weak RFS can control the most problematic tree-level FCNC

Simple toy model demonstrates Strict RFS scenario and predicts viable PMNS mixing


